only known parallel to this mastabah is the tomb of King Sa-nekht of the Third Dynasty, discovered by Professor Garstang at Bet Khallaf. Both seem to be links in the chain of development from mastabah to pyramid.

In clearing the outer brick retaining wall Mr. Rowe continued to find many intrusive burials of the New Empire and of later periods. Of about forty tombs opened the majority had been disturbed and were of a poor sort, one only yielding a perfect coffin, beautifully decorated and inscribed. It belonged to a man named Ka-Gemesh or Gemesh and is described by Mr. Rowe as the finest of its type ever to have been found at Medum. With it were pottery jars, amulets, scarabs, a basket, a head-rest, and a walking stick evidently used by the deceased during his life.

A little to the east of the great mastabah Mr. Rowe found a second, which had been ancienly robbed. In a pit near its northeast corner, however, he found three contracted burials of the early Fourth Dynasty, with some tomb furnishings.

5. Archaeological Work

Ten years ago, in 1919, Mr. W. B. Van Valin was engaged to make an Eskimo collection for the Museum at Point Barrow, the northernmost point of Alaska. His helpers one day observed human bones protruding from a mound which had always been supposed by Eskimo and white men to be of natural origin. Excavation, however, revealed a charnel house in which members of a former people had been buried together with their personal be-
longings. These human remains and the associated objects were sent to the Museum where study revealed the fact that the physical type was very different from that of the present Eskimo of that region, and that the specimens were typical of an earlier population known to archaeologists as the Thule Culture. The form of the houses and many of the objects were, however, unique.

A year ago the Museum was informed that other mounds of the same type had been discovered in the same region and that the Eskimo were engaged in excavating them and selling the finds to passing travelers; that only a few mounds were still untouched, and these doomed to early destruction. With the help of the National Museum and the War Department communication with Point Barrow was established by radio and an agreement was reached with a local resident, Mr. Alfred H. Hopson, to excavate several mounds during the summer.

Archaeological work in the Arctic is no pleasure. The ground is permanently frozen and thaws to an average depth of only three inches each day. These three inches of mud, slime and muck are scratched through by the fingers of Eskimo workmen, the only men who will do such unpleasant work. The work is necessarily slow, tedious and dirty. Only during June, July and August does the ground thaw, and Mr. Hopson wrote, "It has been a very poor year for this kind of work; we have had cold weather continuously. This resulted in the necessity of picking everything out by hand from the frozen ground and ice, necessarily slow work."
Both the human remains and the objects associated with them are preserved unusually well in the frozen soil, some wooden specimens being perfectly kept. The excavations this year resulted in the discovery of eight burials, but the objects and implements recovered were not numerous or impressive although of great scientific value. It was determined definitely that the structures are charnel houses and not dwellings, and important notes on their architecture were made. Some larger dwelling houses which were not used for burials were also excavated and studied; these possess tunnels leading from the semi-subterranean room to the side of the mound. Driftwood and whale's jawbones were the materials employed in the construction of both houses and graves.

The unique specimen illustrated in Plate VI is believed by the present Eskimo to have been an implement used to pound and scrape blubber to obtain lamp-oil.

6. A New American Indian Collection

THE Museum has acquired a collection of costumes, charms, objects of art and utensils from the Naskapi Indians of Northern Labrador. The locality represented by the collection is the northeastern extremity of the Labrador Peninsula and the people are known as the Barren Ground Band. The population in 1927 was sixty-two. Civilization in the form of a trading-post has only come to the band within the last fifteen years, since which time fur clothing and skin clothing, with the original technique of painting on leather, have been gradually replaced by
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